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Business in a BOX
A new concept from the Business
School, this is the first stage of a
wider programme of activities
designed by academics for teachers
and students
at schools and colleges.
A series of workshops for you and your students, available
exclusively at the University of Chichester Business School.
You’ll get to experience the way we do things at the Business
School, learn more about a range of business issues, gain a
snapshot of life on campus and have a fun and inspirational
learning experience that works with your curriculum needs.

HOW IT WORKS
1

Choose a workshop that fits your curriculum needs

2

Decide on length of session & choose any extensions

3

Propose two suitable dates for the session

4

Contact the outreach team with your requirements

5

We’ll work with you to meet your scheduling needs and
confirm everything in writing

6

You will be welcomed on campus by our friendly delivery
team & student ambassadors

NEED TO DISCUSS THINGS FURTHER?
Contact: Lionel Bunting, Head of Undergraduate
Recruitment and Outreach
The University of Chichester Business School
T: 01243 812143
E: l.bunting@chi.ac.uk
If you would like sessions in other curricula areas,
please contact the University’s central outreach team
T: 01243 812079
E: outreach@chi.ac.uk
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The film festival
Finance & event planning for an independent cinema

THE FILM
FESTIVAL
CURRICULA COVERED
# Finance
# Events
# Marketing
# Branding
# Tourism
# Strategy
# HRM

4

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
Working on a real, small independent cinema an opportunity
has been identified to run a film festival. Using the materials
provided participants will work through the facts, figures and
data to develop some ideas, calculate costs, forecast sales and
profitability and propose ways to make the most from this
potential opportunity.
DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in 90 minutes but
can easily be shortened to work equally as well in one hour or
enhanced for a fuller two and a half hour session.

90 MINUTE WORKSHOP

PARTICIPANTS
Aimed at 16-18 year olds and works best with groups of 10-20
but needs a minimum of six participants.
EXTENSIONS
The flexibility of this workshop allows tutors to add in elements
to meet your students’ needs, but may need a little more time
to allow for their inclusion. Possible extensions: poster design,
advert storyboarding, presentation.

16-18 YEAR OLDS
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Marketing Marmalade
Strategy development for the fabulously fictitious Marmalade Council

MARKETING
MARMALADE
CURRICULA COVERED
# Marketing
# Branding
# Product development
# Events
# PR
# Strategy

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
The Marmalade Council is concerned that Generation Z are
not consuming marmalade and sales have fallen sharply. In a bid
to revive UK sales the Council has issued a tender to creative
agencies, seeking ideas and ideally a strategy that will ultimately
lead to increased sales of this fruity preserve.
DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in 90 minutes and
involves some product testing! With workshop extensions this
can be run as half or full day workshop.

90 MINUTE WORKSHOP
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PARTICIPANTS
Ideal for 13-18 year olds and works best with groups of 10-20
but needs a minimum of six participants.
EXTENSIONS
The flexibility of this workshop allows tutors to add in elements
to meet your students’ needs, but may need a little more time
to allow for their inclusion. Possible extensions: campaign pitch
to the Council, advert storyboarding, market research, press
release writing.

13-18 YEAR OLDS
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Pizza the action!
Find out about the running a successful pizza take away in this computer
based simulation

PIZZA THE
ACTION!
CURRICULA COVERED
# Operations
# Decision making
# Pricing
# Sales
# Planning
# Marketing
# People

8

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
Most people like pizza and have been to a takeaway at some
point in their lives, so this challenge should start on familiar
ground. This is a computer based scenario workshop with
participants tasked with running a business for upto six
quarters with the aim of making the most profit. Participants
will work in teams, make decisions, interrogate quarterly
reports and adjust trading practices accordingly with one
or two surprises along the way.

PARTICIPANTS
Ideal for 13-18 year olds and works best with groups of 10-20
but needs a minimum of eight participants.
EXTENSIONS
This is a fixed computer based exercise, but there is flexibility to
add in a few team challenges including storyboarding an advert,
pitching for the location and presentation debrief on team
performance and decision making.

DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in two hours,
but can be extended up to four hours with inclusion of
extensions and a pizza feast either midway through or at
the end of the workshop.

2 HOUR WORKSHOP

13-18 YEAR OLDS
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The HR bear necessities
Take a look at reward packages for employees at the Teddy Bear Factory

THE HR BEAR
NECESSITIES
CURRICULA COVERED
# HR
# Employees
# Resourcing
# Rewards
# Costing
# Communications

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
You have been asked to take responsibility for improving the
current reward package for employees in the Teddy Bear
Factory in a well-known toy shop and consider the current
reward package for employees in the in-store factory. You'll
propose ways to enhance the package to recognise individual
and team performance in terms of both sales and the customer
service experience.
DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in 90 minutes but
can be shortened to a 60 minute session or enhanced to a fuller
two hour session to include a talk on key issues in HR
resourcing practice.

60 OR 90 MINUTE WORKSHOP
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PARTICIPANTS
Aimed at 16-18 year olds, working well with for group sizes
with a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 16.
EXTENSIONS
The flexibility of this workshop allows tutors to add in elements
to meet your students needs or who need a little more time
to allow for their inclusion. Possible extensions: presentation,
a class survey, a proposed costing for the scheme, ideas on
how the scheme success could be measured, a communication
plan for informing employees about the changes and gaining
their ‘buy-in’.

16-18 YEAR OLDS
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Resort recruitment
Discover the world of recruitment & selection of seasonal staff at a luxury
holiday resort

RESORT
RECRUITMENT
CURRICULA COVERED
# HR
# Rrecruitment
# Selection
# Tourism
# Branding

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
You have been asked to take responsibility for this year’s
recruitment campaign for seasonal employees in a variety of
positions at the holiday resort, particularly increasing the
number of suitable applicants in the 18-30 year group as it has
previously proved hard to attract this demographic. You’ll build
a proposal for a recruitment campaign to attract sufficient
suitable candidates in a cost effective and efficient way that is
consistent with the branding of the resort.

EXTENSIONS
The flexibility of this workshop allows tutors to add in elements
to meet your students’ needs, but may need a little more time
to allow for their inclusion. Possible extensions: presentations,
creation of a job description & person specification, a
recruitment fair flyer, design of an assessment centre.

DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in 90 minutes but
can be shortened to 60 minutes or enhanced to a fuller two
and a half hour session to include a short introduction to some
key issues in HR resourcing practice and workshop extensions.

60 OR 90 MINUTE WORKSHOP
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PARTICIPANTS
Aimed at 16-18 year olds, working well with group sizes with a
minimum of 6 to a maximum of 16.

16-18 YEAR OLDS
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Bath fizzies
Operations and production processes and costing out the bath
fizzer portfolio

BATH FIZZIES
CURRICULA COVERED
# Production
# Costing
# Productdevelopment
# Strategy
# Sales

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
The beauty industry is big business and there is growing
demand for hand made, sustainable and vegan products.
Working in teams, participants are tasked with planning,
designing, making and marketing hand made bath fizzers,
getting hands on with how a production line works and
just what it take to make a fizzer!
DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in 90 minutes
and involves getting a little messy. Please note this may not be
suitable for some asthma sufferers. With workshop extensions
this can be run as half or full day workshop.

90 MINUTE WORKSHOP
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PARTICIPANTS
Ideal for 13-18 year olds and works best in teams of four with
a maximum group size of 20 participants.
EXTENSIONS
The flexibility of this workshop allows tutors to add in elements
to meet your students’ needs, but may need a little more time
to allow for their inclusion. Possible extensions: evaluating
human resource implications and staffing, brand design, retail
and promotional pricing strategy.

13-18 YEAR OLDS
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An eventful day!
Get creative with a fundraising event for local charity

AN EVENTFUL
DAY
CURRICULA COVERED
# Event design
# Event strategy
# Fundraising
# Event law
# Risk assessment
# Finance – costs & revenue

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
The 4Sight charity (the client) would like a tender for a new
event in the West Sussex area to fundraise for its numerous
projects that support individuals with vision impairment.
Working in discreet agency formation you will design and
propose a new event to meet the client’s requirements.
The client has indicated that they prefers a music festival
or a gala dinner dance and a clear strategy to raise £5,000
for the charity.

EXTENSIONS
The flexibility of this workshop allows tutors to add in elements
to meet your students’ needs and interests, but may need a
little more time to allow for their inclusion. Possible extensions:
‘Dragons Den’ pitch, branding and advert storyboarding,
feasibility study, sponsorship and PR plan.

DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in 90 minutes and
involves a 10-minute pitch of the ideas. With workshop
extensions, this could run as a half or full day workshop.

90 MINUTE WORKSHOP
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PARTICIPANTS
Ideal for 13-18 year olds and works best with groups of
10-20 but needs a minimum of six participants per group.

13-18 YEAR OLDS
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Souper computing
Devise some IT solutions to improve the prospects and profitability
of the Soup Bar

SOUPER
COMPUTING
CURRICULA COVERED
# Information technology
#Online services
# Business enterprise
# Operations management
# Customer service

ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
The Soup Bar is a food retail outlet situated in an open air
waterfront shopping mall attracting shoppers within a sixty
minute drive radius. The outlet has a series of specific
challenges based around product range and storage space.
Your challenge is to consider the role of technology –
hardware/devices, software and networks in a small business
and how this can improve the decision making, efficiency and
profitability of the business. You should consider the sales
aspect and also the role IT can play in the supply chain.
DURATION
This workshop is designed to be completed in 90 minutes
and involves a 10-minute pitch of the ideas from each team.
With workshop extensions, this could run as a half or
full day workshop.

90 MINUTE WORKSHOP
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PARTICIPANTS
Ideal for 13-18 year olds and works well with groups of
6-30 but needs a minimum of six participants to pitch at
least two ‘teams’.
EXTENSIONS
The flexibility of this workshop allows tutors to add in
elements to meet your students’ needs and interests,
but may need a little more time to allow for their inclusion.
Possible extensions: Capturing accurate data for analysis,
linking different social media platforms, suggesting a physical
IT network, new product development, mapping a customer
interaction with the business and identifying areas where IT
could improve the customer experience.

13-18 YEAR OLDS
19

